Head’n Out®

Protect Your Upgrades, Protect your fun!

Head’n Out® gel was formulated specifically for use in the RC model industry for the following reasons:
•

Standard kit screws are mass produced and are often not top quality, heads could be soft or defective
right out of the box.

•

Crashes! After a wreck, bent or damaged screws are a pain to remove. This formula increases your
ability to remove that pesky screw reducing effort and fatigue

•

Tool tips often wear out before screws do, this increases the lifespan of your expensive tools
Helps prevent screw head slippage, it spares time expense and injuries to both product and self,
significantly reducing the possibility of needing to drill out fasteners or replace damaged tools or
parts.

•

Increases grip strength between tool tip and screw by as much as 700 percent, thus almost completely
eliminating premature tool wear, fastener and tool rounding or fastener deformation.

•

Works with all types of screwdrivers, hex keys, pliers, channel locks, sockets, and more

•

Helps reduce driver hand fatigue while working on difficult to remove fasteners. The excess force we
use to keep an already damaged screw turning and from becoming completely stripped wears on our
hands. But further yet, if the tool slips off of the head of the fasteners, injury to self or others, and
damage to expensive parts or workspace stands and surfaces are more likely to happen.

Odorless, non-toxic, non-corrosive, wipes clean without staining, and won't irritate your skin, won’t damage expensive
model parts if used correctly.

Head’n Out® should be used to help prevent damage to screw heads and tools while working on your RC
model.
Basic instructions are simple:
Use the formula inside of the tube and place it on the tip of the screw head where your tool will ultimately connect to it.
The material in this formula safely fills in the gaps between tool and socket head thus preventing additional wear and slippage
and will make best possible contact for user to remove or insert fasteners.
Wipe clean or use swab to remove if desired when done.

Thank you for your interest in RC Dilemmas’ Head’n Out® Gel.

